
 

Ballpark Estimates – Fiber  
 

 

PUD 3’s engineering staff is specially trained to design a safe, legal, and cost-effective plan to connect 

your home or business to PUD 3’s fiber optic network. Because there are so many variables, we do not 

give “ballpark estimates” for specific jobs. All customers must submit an application for a line 

extension and/or a service application in order to receive a cost estimate. The information in this flier 

should be considered informative. These estimates and are not to be treated as actual costs.  

Application Fees: 

 Single Residence Service Line:  $100 
 Ready-to-Connect Area Distribution Line Extension:  $100 

  
Connecting to the fiber optic network can be very simple or quite challenging, depending on what’s 

available and what you need. The complexity of a job, and the amount of equipment needed will 

determine costs.  

Ready to Connect Areas with Overhead Power: 

If you are in a Ready-to-Connect Area and have overhead 

power to your house, then the process is quite simple. 

More often than not, the application fee covers the 

install, since it includes up to 500’ of service drop fiber. 

Ready to Connect Areas with Underground Power:  

If you are in a Ready-to-Connect Area and have 

underground power to your house, the process starts to get a little more complicated; 

but don’t worry, we’re here to help! When customers provide their own trench (to PUD 

specifications), we provide MicroDuct conduit for the fiber optic cable at no cost. Your 

application fee still includes up to 500’ of service drop fiber to be installed in the 

conduit. 

Not a fan of digging? We have a Vibratory Plow Service that can be used to install the 

MicroDuct. Its minimal surface disturbance provides customers with an inexpensive 

option to have conduit installed. Our engineer will guide you through that process. You 

can learn more at www.pud3.org/vibeplow. 

Ready to Connect Areas that Require a Distribution Line Extension:  

If you are in a Ready-to-Connect Area that requires a fiber distribution line extension, 

it’s a two-step process: 

First, there’s the line extension, which extends our fiber network closer to you and your 

neighbors. Once that has been completed, the customers that are now serviceable can 

follow the same process as the Ready-to-Connect Areas above. See, it’s not too bad! 

How much will it cost me to get fiber to my home or business? 



 
 

Powering the Fiber Optic Gateway 

The Fiber Optic Gateway is a device that mounts to the outside of your home or near your meter base. 
We have two methods for powering our Fiber Optic Gateways. The first, and our preferred method, is by 
using a Meter Collar. The second option is by using an outdoor-rated outlet with a bubble cover. This 
special cover allows the gateway to remain plugged in even after the cover has been closed. 
 

 

You can find some general ballpark costs for simple installations below. Remember that these figures 

should only be considered informative and not be considered actual cost. Each job will require an 

application to be submitted for an engineer’s design before a true estimate can be completed.  

If you have further questions, contact Mason PUD 3’s engineering department at 360-426-0888 

PUD 3’s engineering specifications can be found on its website: www.pud3.org 

Ready-to-Connect Service Line 

READY-TO-CONNECT UNDERGROUND SERVICE LINE*  

Drop Cable**  

      Gateway & Connect Included 

      Up to 500 feet Included 
      500 to 750 feet $15 

      750 to 1000 feet $55 

      1000 to 1500 feet $245 

  

Vibratory Plow MicroDuct Install $200/first 100’ 
$1.50/ft. after 

*Once the Distribution Fiber has been installed, the Service Line estimator may be used. 

**Drop cable is required for all installs. 

Ready-to-Connect Requiring a Distribution Line Extension  
We often see neighborhoods work together to share the costs associated with bringing fiber to their area. 

READY-TO-CONNECT DISTRIBUTION LINE EXTENSION  

Distribution Cable*** $1 - $2/ft. 

  
Distribution Point  

      Splice Enclosure (Price Based on Total Fiber Splices) $600 - $2600 

      RC Terminal (Price Based on Distance from Distribution Point) $200 - $450 

      Pedestal $240 
      17” x 30” Vault $425 

      3x3 Vault $1485 

  

Backhoe Install $155/hr. 
***Distribution Cable and Infrastructure is sized based on the total possible connects and planned excess capacity, at the District’s discretion. 

What else should I keep in mind before submitting my application? 

Can I get general cost estimates? 


